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Publishable summary

The EU-BRIDGE project developed automatic transcription and translation technology that permits the

development of innovative multimedia captioning and translation services of audio-visual documents of

European and non-European languages. The project provides service-based technologies that can con-

vert speech from lectures, meetings, and telephone conversations into text in another language. Further,

it developed tools that support the work of interpreters at the European Parliament – during their prepa-

ration for specific sessions and during their work in the booth. The consortium put together partners

representing academics, engineering and business expertise to create competitive offers to meet existing

needs in the fields of translation, communication, content processing and publishing. EU-BRIDGE re-

alised four use cases: Captioning translation for TV broadcasts, university lecture translation, European

Parliament translation and interpreter support, and unified communication translation. The prospective

users of the project are European companies and institutions operating in an audio-visual market, e.g.,

TV captioning and translation. The main goal of the EU-BRIDGE project was to develop a speech trans-

lation infrastructure with which the use cases mentioned above will be serviced. EU-BRIDGE achieved

this goal by focusing on the following objectives:

• Development of more advanced automatic speech and text translation capabilities in view of new

and more challenging business use cases

• Improvement of the language portability and application of the technology to the languages of

interest

• Reduction of the dependency on data and reducing the cost of obtaining data

• Preparation of the market insertion and deployment.

The final outcome of these activities is a service infrastructure with which small and large enterprises

can build custom applications that involve speech translation technology. The services will be offered

at a low price with ease of use. This will allow speech translation technology to penetrate more widely

in the economy of the European Union, leading to innovations in applications and easier access to

Europe’s businesses and citizens. Multilingual content, e.g., in lectures or news broadcasts, will become

more accessible to citizens at little or even no extra cost. Applications will be enhanced with language-

bridging technologies, leading to better cultural integration and inter-cultural communication within

Europe.

We have demonstrated how EU-BRIDGE’s services can be used to achieve this by implementing four

use cases. We showed how the costs of captioning and subtitling selected broadcasts, such as weather

forecasts or news, can be lowered by incorporating speech transcription and translation services into Red

Bee Media’s work flow. We further introduced simultaneous lecture translation into KIT’s lecture halls

in order to help students from abroad who are not fluent in German. For the interpreters of the European

Parliament we developed tools that help them in their preparation for meetings and sessions and which

will support them when working in the booth. And finally, we introduced speech translation technology

into the webinar service platform from Andrexen, enriching webinars by providing translations in the

form of a virtual interpreter to the webinar participants.

The objectives listed above have been addressed by means of the work performed in eight work

packages.

During the third year of the project, work was carried out to finalise and field test all use cases and

to provide the workers which are necessary for creating the required services.

In P3, research activities in transcription and translation led to improvements in all core technolo-

gies addressed by the project. Automatic speech recognition benefits from enhanced noise-reduction

techniques, fully automatic language model and search vocabulary adaptation, and log-linear acoustic
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modelling. Further technical achievements have been made in the area of language modelling using

temporal features and feed-forward as well as recurrent neural networks. For machine translation, novel

natural language processing software has been developed, and existing toolkits were enhanced with new

capabilities that the partners considered to be required in order to advance the state of the art in the

field. Methods for removing disfluencies during translation and inserting punctuation into output were

researched. Further, translation models were improved by using bidirectional neural networks and vector

space models. Also, dynamic topic adaptation methods were investigated.

In reference to reducing data dependency and costs, work continued to reduce both the amount

of data necessary for proper model training and the costs and effort incurred in collecting these large

amounts of training data. The consortium has doubled the number of cheap sources that it exploits for

acquiring data, and this data is successfully incorporated into the project’s systems. Audio data, together

with the transcriptions and translations into multiple languages, are provided by means of the TED

website (www.ted.com) and are made available through the public WIT3 website (https://wit3.fbk.eu)

administered by FBK. In order to service the evaluation of the lecture translations systems, FBK pro-

vided a special release for the IWSLT evaluation campaign on the WIT3 website. Further, for the speech

translation track of the evaluation campaign, Italian and German TEDx data was exploited. New agree-

ments were established with Atresmedia to use Antena3 and laSexta broadcast data. Agreements with

Glosbe and the European Commission allowed the consortium to exploit data sources for supporting

the interpreter support use case. Through the fielding of the lecture translation use case, large amounts

of lecture data were collected, which were exploited for creating speaker-specific acoustic models for

the use case. For machine translation, the partners worked on methods for collecting and exploiting

comparable corpora, e.g., by devising new alignment algorithms or collection strategies. In the area

of crowd-sourcing, methods were researched that make manual annotation work more efficient by pre-

senting the data to be annotated in a suitable fashion. This was done by creating user-specific models,

leading to optimal segmentations. Also, crowd-sourcing mechanisms were integrated into the lecture

translation use case for correction of the system through its users.

With respect to addressing Europe’s language needs, all languages foreseen in the project were ad-

dressed by at least two partners, both in ASR and MT. In addition to ASR and MT engines, specific,

language-dependent techniques were developed, mainly for German, French, Russian and Chinese. Lan-

guage detection systems were further advanced and tested on the Euronews data. In the area of text

processing, the removal of disfluencies was addressed, and named entities were tagged.

Currently, advanced prototypes exist for all of the use cases. Regarding the API, the service archi-

tecture currently allows the transfer of binary data such as audio data as well as text data. During this

third year, partners developed the final engines for use in all four use cases, sometimes even creating new

engines, e.g., for the transcription of Sky News. All partners have connected their engines for speech

recognition and translation to the service architecture. Engines are available for all languages and lan-

guage directions foreseen for the project. Also, the necessary supporting technologies, such as language

identification and text processing, were created.

The technological solutions devised and developed during the work described in the above-mentioned

areas are now being transferred into the market as a series of translation services according to the re-

spective use cases. Thus, the partners’ effort put into the ”Technology transfer and market insertion”

workpackage supports this process. RBM has applied the API to the service infrastructure in order

to create an interface for file subtitling that can be integrated into RBM’s processes. The integration

of machine translation into its processes is more challenging, but RBM was able to get the attention

of broadcasters, which, in turn, showed significant interest in the technology. The lecture translation

system is now routinely running at KIT in three lecture halls. Progress in the core technologies is reg-

ularly incorporated into the production system, e.g., the unsupervised adaptation to specific lecturers.

Outside participants, e.g., at the University of Kassel or University of Heidelberg, are also starting to

use the system. For the European Parliament use case, an application was developed that supports the

interpreters in their preparation phase by extracting relevant terminologies. Further, a first prototype has

been produced that simulates aiding the interpreters while in the booth by highlighting relevant named
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entities. Work has also been conducted in researching and field testing the automatic transcription and

translation of voting sessions. The Secretary General has shown great interest in these technologies

and the other EU-BRIDGE technologies and has started a process of identifying further applications for

the parliament to be realised in the near future. For the unified communication use case, the Andrexen

webinar service was connected to the EU-BRIDGE infrastructure.

With respect to evaluations, we conducted three internal evaluations related to our use cases, on the

Sky News data, on the Euronews data, and on data from the interpreters at the European Parliament.

For external evaluations, to verify that EU-BRIDGE technology is state of the art, we again organised

the International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation with an extended set of languages and lan-

guage directions. EU-BRIDGE partners also participated in the ACL Workshop on Statistical Machine

Translation in which UEDIN plays a major role. The project also handed in joint submissions. With

respect to field testing, all use cases were successfully field tested in P3.

The project’s objectives and work progress were extensively promoted and disseminated during the

third year. Publications, brochures, fact sheets, newsletters, press releases, an image video can be found

on the official project website www.eu-bridge.eu or can be provided on request at the Communication

and Press Office at KIT (Margit Rödder, Adenauerring 2, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany, phone: +49 721

608 48676, e-mail: margit.roedder@kit.edu) The most prominent event of the dissemination efforts in

Year 3 of the project were the participation in IBC 2014 in Amsterdam, where EU-BRIDGE presented

itself with a demo session. As final dissemination event, EU-BRIDGE is going to hold a technology day

at CeBIT 2014.

The EU-BRIDGE consortium at the end of Year 3 consists of 10 partners:

• Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany (coordinator)

• Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Italy

• Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology, Poland

• Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische Hochschule Aachen, Germany

• The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom

• Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong

• Red Bee Media Limited, United Kingdom

• Pervoice S.p.A., Italy

• Accipio Projects GmbH, Germany

• Andrexen, France.

Contact

Project Coordinator
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Dr. Sebastian Stüker

Adenauerring 2

76131 Karlsruhe, Germany

phone: +49 721 608 46284

e-Mail: sebastian.stueker@kit.edu
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